


Executive Summary

A wide range of shifts in the retail landscape present store merchandisers,
private label managers and CPG marketers with profound challenges to building
long-term relevant marketplace differentiation where it arguably matters most –
at shelf. This article discusses these shifts; offers a model for building competi-
tive advantage in this changed environment and provides two detailed case
studies that illustrate the challenges and opportunities facing retailers and
CPGs.

These trends include the facts that (1) dual income households are increasingly
common and workers’ commutes are longer, so people have less time to shop;
(2) consumers are bombarded by more messages across more mediums, so
breaking-through is harder than ever; (3) over 37,000 new products found their
way onto American and Canadian shelves in 2002 alone, so at-shelf decision-
making is increasingly complicated; (4) Wal-Mart’s growth trajectory will
continue, so retailers had better stand for something other than price; (5) there’s
been a blurring of distinctions within and across channels,  so the compelling
reason to shop one store over another has become less compelling; (6) there
has been a widening of the gap between customer expectations and customer
experience, so brands have to fix the fundamentals before they can build com-
petitive advantage and (7) shoppers  are predisposed to buy something once
they are in the store, are making more unplanned purchases & are spending
more / switching less when they’re satisfied, so the customer experience has a

direct impact on the bottom line.  But, as they say, all is not lost. A wide ranging
audit of consumer touchpoints  --  from hang tag messaging to CPG brand archi-
tecture --  revealed that there is a tremendous opportunity for brands to create a
self-reinforcing cycle where: an easier in-store experience leads to emotional
connectivity; emotional connectivity serves as the foundation for long-term rele-
vant marketplace differentiation; long-term relevant marketplace differentiation
helps drive additional revenue and additional revenue is reinvested in making
the customer experience even easier.

One way to make consumers’ lives easier is to develop a holistic in-store cus-
tomer experience strategy that recognizes (1) some touchpoints provide partic-
ular opportunities to improve shopability and (2) key touchpoints have to work
individually, work with each other and work with the master brand. 

In this changed retail environment, customer experience really, really matters. 

In fact, customer experience is arguably as important as brand identity. Yet many
brands -- from speciality retailers to established CPGs -- have not seized these
opportunities. Today,  the longest yard for brands is those final three feet when
a time-pressed, over-messaged consumer is standing in an aisle just looking for
a solution. 
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1. Introduction

A wide range of shifts in the retail landscape present
store merchandisers, private label managers and
consumer package goods (CPG) marketers with pro-
found challenges to building competitive advantage
where it arguably matters most – at shelf. This article
discusses these shifts; offers a model for building
competitive advantage in this changed environment
and provides two detailed case studies that illustrate
the challenges and opportunities facing retailers and
CPGs.

2. Consumers Are Time-Pressed

Dual income households are increasingly common
and workers’ commutes are longer.

While average middle class income rose during the
late 1990s, according to ABC News, the gain was
driven by the increase of married women in the work-
force. Without the increase, from 41% in 1989 to
46% in 1998, the income gain would have been only
one third of what it was. According to a report by
CBS News, the average commute has also
increased (something that would come to no surprise
for anyone driving during rush hour in Chicago,
Atlanta or many other metropolitan areas). 

It’s no wonder, as ACNielsen noted, that “half of all

heads of households are too tired to put much time
or effort into evening meal preparation, and nearly
two-thirds are constantly looking for faster ways to
do household chores.”

And the impact on women has been even greater.
Gender perspectives on shopping have converged.
According to one observer, women are “increasingly
behaving like men. Whereas once a trip to the store
was a joy, an activity that got women out of the
house and gave them the authority to make deci-
sions, shopping is now more likely to employ a typi-
cally male hit-and-run approach rather than linger
and browse.” After working a full day and then pick-
ing up her child at daycare, the last thing a working
woman wants is a shopping experience that isn’t
exactly what she needs. 

The bottom line: people have less time to shop, so
the shopping experience had better mesh with their
changed schedules. 

3.Consumers Are Over-Messaged

A. Introduction

Consumers are bombarded by more messages
across more mediums than ever. Average con-
sumers are exposed to from 1500- 5000 messages
a day, depending one which estimate you find most
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credible. And it’s not just 30 second commercials. As
one commentator noted:

“the clutter goes far beyond tra-
ditional TV, print and Radio ads.
Space invaders from the $250
billion advertising industry are
slapping ads where you least
expect (or want) them: movies,
schools, automatic teller
machine. . .buses,elevators,
phones, mailboxes, turnstiles,
dry cleaning, trash cans, lug-
gage bins and carrousels, the beach – even fresh
fruit.”

Add to the list product placement in movies and TV,
corporate sponsorship of concert tours & sports sta-
diums and it becomes more clear why a recent study
said that “the average 3 year-old recognizes 100
brand logos.”

So while advertising on urinals and having toddlers
recognize logos might not spell the end of Western
civilization, it does speak to how desperate mar-
keters are today to break through the clutter. As the
Los Angeles Times noted, “the blizzard of mes-
sages… makes it hard to distinguish one pitch from
another.” But like an arms race, there’s no incentive
to pull back – only a motivation to press harder. 

Which leads to the relationship between over-mes-
saging and the in-store experience. The last thing a

time-pressed and over-mes-
saged consumer needs when
she walks in a store is another
barrage of messages.

B. Soup-er Experience?

Unfortunately, that’s often exactly
what she finds. True conven-
ience  -- the type that makes life
easier for an over-worked and

over-messaged mom --  is “all about” being able to
easily make the right choice for her family.
Campbell’s doesn’t do this and Progresso does.

Within Campbell’s iconic red label sub-brand, there
are seven different types of soups: Classic; Great for
Cooking; Special Selections; Fun Favorites; Healthy
Request; 98% Fat Free and Ready to Serve Low
Sodium.[See Figure 1]  The question of whether
these soups are sub-sub brands or line extensions
isn’t relevant. What is relevant from a customer
experience standpoint is that these soups are diffi-
cult to shop. 

First, there are three different health-related red label
soups (Healthy Request, 98% Fat Free and Ready
to Serve), as seen in Figure 2.
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toddlers recognize logos might not spell the
end of Western civilization, it does speak to
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break through the clutter. As the Los
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sages… makes it hard to distinguish one
pitch from another.” But like an arms race,
there is no incentive to pull back – only a
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Second, the price per ounce doesn’t make sense.
Compare, for example, the Red Label and RTS Low
Sodium in Figure 3. Now compare these to the RTS
in Figure 4. The soups in Figure 3 look about the
same, while the Soup in Figure 4 has a more evoca-
tive shelf presence  -- but the pricing doesn’t reflect
this. The Classic Tomato Rice costs 9.9 an ounce,
the RTS Vegetable costs 7.5 cents an ounce and
the RTS Low Sodium clocks-in with the highest per
ounce cost, at 16.1 cents. 

Third, the Low Sodium soup is really part of the
“RTS family” seen in Figure 5 -- but its label doesn’t
allow it to fit in.

Similar challenges await shoppers with other sub-
brands. Figure 6 shows three different minestrone
soups (Classic, Select and Simply Home). The pric-
ing doesn't reflect a good-better-best strategy with
the Classic costing more per ounce than its two
counterparts. And do you really need three types of
minestrone?

By contrast, Progresso doesn’t have the customer
experience problems that Campbell’s does and it
generally has stronger appetite appeal. For exam-
ple while the Progresso and Campbell’s Chunky
soups shown in Figure 7 evoke a similar feeling of
home and hearth, the Progresso soup in Figure 8
beats, hands down, the condensed offering  -- and
in many consumers’ minds, the Campbell’s brand is

about the condensed soups, RTS sales notwith-
standing. 

The bottom line: Campbell’s key touchpoint, pack-
aging, does not work hard to promote shopability
and it does not work as a system to support the
brand. While times have been tough on American
icons such as Coke, Levis and McDonald’s, there is
nothing to say that Campbell’s cannot overhaul their
in-store experience to make it easier. Then again,
there’s nothing to say that Progresso, which is
owned by General Mills, can’t build on their suc-
cess.

4. Wal-Mart Has Closed-Out The Value Option

There are almost no scenarios by which Wal-Mart’s
growth trajectory and concomitant economies of
scale will slow down. While their near-hegemony
has been well documented, it is worth nothing  that,
from a brand strategy perspective, a value position-
ing will continue to be elusive for most other retail-
ers.

The bottom line: while not everyone shops at Wal-
Mart, many do -- so retail brands had better stand
for something other than price. 
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5. Channels Have Blurred and New Products Are
Overwhelming

There’s been a blurring of distinctions within and
across channels. Put simply, the compelling reason to
shop one store or channel over another has become
less compelling.

A. Channel Blurring

In terms of channel blurring, supermarkets are now
selling gasoline; mass merchants are offering pre-
scriptions and drug stores resemble convenience
stores, among many, many other shifts. One drug
store channel observer noted that “gone are the days

when a good greeting card assortment and friendly
pharmacist were the only differentiating factors a drug
store needed. Cards are now sold across multiple
channels – including online -- and supermarkets and
mass chains increasingly are emphasizing the efficien-
cy and effectiveness of their pharmacies.”

With blurred channels, being the rubber band super-
store isn’t enough if rubber bands are sold almost
everywhere.

For example, Bed Bath & Beyond, a speciality retailer,
and Target, a mass merchant, sell an identical Kitchen
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Aid mixer, a situation that speaks to channel blurring
writ large. [See Figures 9 and 10.]

In a sense, this is a logical continuation of what’s been
happening over the last generation in retail: big box
retailers began offering what mom-and-pop stores did,
but with a greater selection at a lower cost. Now, the
big boxes are finding that being a category killer isn’t
enough when competition comes from your category
and from other categories as well. 

The reason for channel blurring is straight-forward:
retailers are responding to what they believe con-
sumers want. In fact, Cap Gemini Ernst & Young, in
their annual survey of retail best practices, said that
consumers are “indifferent to the notion of ‘channels’
as traditionally defined by the trade.” The report went
on to say that with “so many stores…[selling] identical
products at similar prices and comparable levels of
convenience” it’s difficult for one retailer to stand out.
In other words, retailers run the risk of turning into a
commodity.

B. The New Product Blizzard 

At-shelf decision-making is increasingly more compli-
cated because of the absolute number of new products
introduced every year and because only a small per-
centage of these products are truly innovative.

According to the Journal of Product Innovation

Management, in 2002 there were 31,700 new con-
sumer products introduced in the United States and
Canada – almost double the number introduced a
decade earlier. Yet, the Journal noted that less than
10% of those products could be considered “innova-
tive”. This trend makes sense in light of what Eileen
Roche wrote in the Harvard Business Review:

“nearly 90% are line
extensions- i tems
added to an existing
product line under
an established
brand name.
Because line exten-
sions are much eas-
ier and cheaper to
launch than entirely
new products, manufacturers view them as an efficient
way to reach untapped markets or grab greater shelf
space. All too often, however, line extensions backfire.
Instead of providing shoppers with clear new value,
they simply contribute to a confusing proliferation of
virtually identical products. Frustrated by the welter of
indistinguishable choices, consumers either buy the
lowest-price offering or forgo the purchase altogether.”

Regarding the “why” of new product development,
Roche went on to say that internal factors, more than
marketplace dynamics, were the impetus for line
extensions.
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This isn’t to say, of course, that new products
(whether or not they are extensions) aren’t impor-
tant; brands such as Kraft, according to their annual
report, drive significant incremental revenue from
new SKUs. 

But while some new products fatten some brands’
bottom lines, their overall impact is to
contribute to an in-store experience
that’s more overwhelming than ever.

The bottom line:  (1) blurred channels
make it difficult for retailers to differen-
tiate themselves and (2) the blizzard
of new products threaten to over-
whelm consumers to the point where brand value is
diminished.

6. Consumer Expectations and Consumer
Experience: Out of Sync

A. Baseline Expectations

Consumers have certain baseline expectations
regarding their in-store experience. Retailers / CPGs
must address these needs before even thinking of
building long-term competitive advantage. 

Whether they’re buying store brand soup or pur-
chasing branded salad dressing, perusing a big box

end cap or browsing a speciality retailer’s pegged
SKUs, consumers’ goal is to get in and get out as
quickly and easily as possible. Consumers also have
implicit expectations based on the type of store
they’re visiting. Some stores, of which big box retail-
ers are a prime example, are based on a  “self-cen-

tered” model; the expectation is that
the consumer is generally on their own.
Other stores, which tend to be more
traditional retailers, are more store-
centered; there’s an understanding
that the sales staff is there to help
guide purchases. There are, of course,
big box retailers, such as the Container
Store, that have knowledgeable sales-

people and traditional retailers, such as many super-
markets, where you’re basically on your own. 

B. General Retail Experience

But consumers’ experiences are out often of sync
with consumer expectations. 

The Cap Gemini Ernst & Young report noted that “it
is clear that a chasm exists between what con-
sumers want and what retailers have to offer...when
it comes to access, consumers have made it clear
that it’s not external location but what goes on
inside the store that really counts...easy-to-navi-
gate layouts are more important than convenient
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Hang Tag locations. And regarding experience, consumers
want to be treated in a respectful and courteous
manner.” [Emphasis Added]. 

Echoing the point, Leonard Berry argued in The
Harvard Business Review that “disrespectful retail-
ing isn’t just about bored, rude and unmotivated
service workers. Cluttered, poorly organized stores,
lack of signage and confusing prices all show lack of
respect for customers.”

Berry, writing with Kathleen Seiders and Larry
Gresham in the Sloan Management Review, asked
“how many managers have defined convenience
from the customers point of view?...What is efficient
for the retailer is often inefficient for the consumer.
Some retailers clutter their sales floors with in-aisle
displays that pose an obstacle courses...and block
the customer’s view of other merchandise.
Supermarkets commonly locate frequently pur-
chased products...near the back of the store to
encourage impulse buying as...[ customers] walk
through the store.”

C. Big Box Experience

Big box retailing is ostensibly based on a model
that’s “all about” the ability of a consumer to self-
explore, self-educate, self-compare and self-select.
But in reality, these stores aren’t really customer-

focused at all. 

Two examples from a multi-billion dollar speciality
retailer competing in a high-involvement / high-com-
plexity channel provide a mirror into the wider
dynamics of customer experience. 

A detailed audit revealed, for example, that from
hang tags to brand messaging, there were a wide
variety of at-shelf touchpoints competing for con-
sumers’ attention. There were nine types of warran-
ty messages alone. This situation resulted from not
having a “traffic cop” to rationalize communications
into a strategic messaging hierarchy. And it has been
exacerbated in several ways: there’s been an under-
emphasis on key channel drivers, such as brand,
which were “lost in the shuffle”; the hang tags includ-
ed product features rather than product benefits and
price / EDLP were featured prominently, even though
the retailer’s positioning wasn’t about price. A
schematic of a shelf with a hang tag and a repre-
sentative at-shelf “surround” can be seen in Figure
13.

A second example of a problematic customer expe-
rience can be seen with pegged SKUs. A schematic
of a representative wall of peg tags can seen in
Figure 14. It illustrates that  (a) products aren’t
arranged in a manner that would improve shopabili-
ty, such as by brand, by price or by price and brand
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but (b) products are arranged in a way that creates
disconnected “islands”. For example moving from
the upper left hand corner down, there are #1 prod-
ucts, a #2 product, a #3 product  --  which makes
sense -- but then #1 and #2 appear again. And so
on. [Empty peg slots are represented by an “E” and
a number connoting what item should go there.]

The point isn’t that the at-shelf customer experience
is overwhelming or that the pegged items hurt
shopability. The point is that these aren’t isolated
cases. Audits across a wide variety of channels that
examined a wide sample of touchpoints repeatedly
illustrated how difficult it often is to shop.

D. Traditional Retail Experience

Traditional retailers, for their part, have what could
be called “quantity and quality” challenges.
Traditional retail stores are based on a model where
sales staff are available to help guide purchases --
which is exactly what people say they want. As a
KPMG - Indiana University Center for Education and
Research in Retailing  study observed, “when shop-
ping in the physical store, consumers feel that it’s
essential for the store to provide knowledgeable,
helpful sales assistants.”[Emphasis added]. 

This is even more true for high-involvement pur-
chases. The study went on to note that “consumers
are most interested in having knowledgeable sales

help when shopping for infrequently purchased
durable goods, such as major appliances, consumer
electronics, furniture, lighting and hardware.”

In terms of quantity side of the equation, the in-store
experience often reflects the title of a recent Wall
Street Journal article on the topic, “The Search for
Human Life...in Aisle 3”. Sales staff are often in short
supply and good sales staff are in even harder to
find. As the Journal noted, “over the last year, the
number of employees in retail fell for the first time in
a decade...on top of a major effort in recent years by
retailers to build ever more colossal shops -- while
simultaneously redesigning them to encourage peo-
ple to serve themselves instead of getting help from
the staff.”

The difficulty of finding a carbon-based life form is
even more pronounced when one considers that
there is an estimated 20 - 30% of excess retail
capacity. 

And on the quality side of the equation, 95.4% of
those surveyed by Progressive Grocer said that
retaining good employees was a key challenge  -- a
point that doesn’t have to be quantified beyond the
grocery channel to ring true to most people. 

It’s no wonder that in Yankelovich Monitor reported
in 2000 that “68% of those surveyed agreed with the
statement that ‘Most of the time, the service people
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that I deal with...don’t care much about me or my
needs’ ”.

E. Store Brand Experience

The “old days” when retailers’ private programs
were cheap knock-offs whose function was to steal
revenue from CPGs has, in many cases, given way
to a new paradigm where house brand programs are
brands in their own right. These house brands are
often presented by retailers and perceived by con-
sumers as being as good as or better than the
national brands. But if quality expectations have
risen, shouldn’t expectations regarding experience
follow? For example, one leading speciality retailer
that’s “built the franchise” around its store program
is Trader Joe’s. Yet, an audit revealed that, in many
cases, the Trader Joe’s system was difficult to shop.
Two frozen blueberry products are pictured in
Figures 15 and 16. The product on the left has a
richer look and feel and is organic -- two quality cues
that often connote a higher price point. Yet, the two
items are identically priced. Similar disconnects can
be found in other categories within the store and
across store brand programs in other channels. 

F. CPG Experience

Finally, there is frequently a disconnect between
consumer needs and in-store experience with con-
sumer package goods. Figure 17 illustrates the

shopping nightmare facing mom when she tries to
buy Kraft salad dressing. These completely different
products have nearly identical labels. There are also
many, many similar products in this category. And
while Kraft is the market leader in this category,
there are two potential competitive threats that could
turn their bad customer experience into a strategic
liability: store brand salad dressings, which have
fewer SKUs and simpler architectures, continue to
grow while challenger brands such as Wish-Bone
(which can be seen in Figure 18) have stronger,
more differentiated shelf identities. The salad dress-
ing category speaks to a much larger trend where
the CPG shopping experience is often much more
difficult than it has to be -- which is a challenge for
market leaders and an opportunity for market
followers.

7. Unplanned Purchases, Default Shopping and
Lost Opportunities

Russell Winer of the University of California and
Jeffrey Inman of the University of Wisconsin report-
ed in MSI Insights that “people aren’t planning their
purchases in advance...on big shopping trips, con-
sumers tend to make proportionally more unplanned
purchases than they do on a fill-in trip. Unplanned
purchases make a healthy skip from about 54% of
the shopping basket for fill-ins to nearly 68% for big
trips. [A recent survey from Knowledgeworks.com,
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as reported in Advertising Age, reached a similar
conclusion. The firm “asked over 950 of its panelists
nationwide how often they plan in advance to buy

specific CPG brands; 62% said they plan
‘about half’ or fewer of their CPG purchas-
es’.”] 

Second, there’s the possibility of not mak-
ing any sale -- and since 73% of shoppers

purchase something when they’re in the store
(according to Marketing Management),  you really
have to work hard not to generate something. But
getting a sale and getting as big a sale as possible
are two different things. Kali Klena from IRI pointed
out that dis-satisfied customers at “Store A” made an
average of 9 trips a year, spending $239. Satisfied
customers to “Store B”, by contrast, made 35 trips a
year and spent, on average, $1363.

Third, negative experience are, of course,a key rea-
son for not coming back at all. Marketing
Management noted that “the data...indicates that
there is a direct relationship between purchase rates
and the satisfaction rating of a retailer...negative
experiences are a key cause of lost sales - 10% to
30% plus future lost sales due to shoppers switch-
ing...This is ‘retail tragedy’, having overcome inertia
to get a shopper into the store, only to lose the sale
to a poor in-store experience.” 

8. Customer Experience Is As Important As
Brand Identity

In other words, the brand may get them there, but
experience makes the sale and keeps them coming
back.

9. Using Customer Experience As A Tool to
Build Competitive Advantage

But, as they say, all is not lost. 

A wide ranging audit of consumer touchpoints  --
from hang tag messaging to CPG brand architecture
--  revealed that there is a tremendous opportunity
for brands to create a virtuous circle where: an easi-
er in-store experience leads to emotional connectiv-
ity; emotional connectivity serves as the foundation
for long-term relevant marketplace differentiation;
long-term relevant marketplace differentiation helps
drive additional revenue and additional revenue
becomes a competitive tool to continue offering solu-
tions for time-pressed and over-messaged con-
sumers.

But how can brands make the in-store customer
experience easier?

MarketPlaceInsights.com believes that brands can
make consumers’ lives easier by developing, imple-
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menting and maintaining a holistic in-store customer
experience strategy. A holistic customer experience
strategy recognizes that key touchpoints or elements
have to work hard individually; that key touchpoints
or elements have to sync with each other and that
key touchpoints or elements have to sync with the
master brand. MPIC’s model for developing holistic
customer experiences, Brandiamond, can be seen
on the next page.

A touchpoint is a discrete type of communication
such as hang tags for a retailer or package design
for a CPG. An element is a component part of a
touchpoint such as how pegged SKUs are organized
or how quality cues are employed. A key touchpoint
or element offers a particularly rich opportunity to
promote shopability. The straight-forward questions
are whether individual points-of-contact promote
shopability and whether the whole is greater than the
sum of the parts. 

The two detailed case studies that follow --         one
on big box retailing and one on private label / store
brands -- illustrate these challenges and opportuni-
ties.
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If In-Store Experience 
Is Easy Then...
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Long-Term Relevant Marketplace

Differentiation Is Built
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Other Touchpoints
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Emotional Connectivity To Brand
Is Established...

A key touchpoint  or element is a point of contact with the consumer that has the ability to improve shopability
and / or support the brand. Examples include end caps, hang tags, package design, web sites, secondary
navigation and pegged SKUs. A key touchpoint or element can improve shopability and / or support the brand
when (1) it works individually (e.g. when it has a strong shelf presence or when it is easy-to-shop) and when
(2) it works as part of a larger system (e.g. when the segmentation is successful, when a range brand is mean-
ingful or when the master brand is supported).

BRANDIAMONDTM CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MODEL

Re-Investments in
Customer Experience

Figure 19



10. Detailed
Case Study

One:
Big Box

Retailing &
Customer

Experience

A. Introduction

The “home
channel” is
actually a col-
lection of fre-
quently over-
lapping chan-
nels ranging
from high end
d e p a r t m e n t
stores selling
Persian rugs to
no-frills chains
catering to the
pos t - co l l ege
crowd (e.g.
Bloomingdales

and Pier 1, respectively) and from mass merchants
hawking own-brand shelving to big box chains selling
linens (e.g. Target and Bed Bath & Beyond, respec-
tively). 

For the purposes of this article, a representative sam-
ple of retailers that sell a wide assortment of home
goods were examined: Bed Bath and Beyond; Linens
‘n Things; Cost Plus World Market and Pier 1
Imports. All four brands are doing well; Bed Bath &
Beyond is doing particularly well versus key competi-
tor Linens ‘n Things. Pier 1 is benefiting from an
advertising campaign with high consumer recall (e.g.
Kristie Alley). These two chains were placed in the
market leader quadrant. Cost Plus World Market is
also doing well but, as a relatively new national chain,
can be thought of as more of a challenger brand.
Linens ‘n Things, as noted above, is number two
behind key competitor Bed Bath & Beyond.

What’s most interesting about this four retailer sam-
ple is how their customer experience relates to the
wider issue of competitive advantage. 

Assume for a moment that price is “owned” by Wal-
Mart, which has aggressively been pushing into this
space. Also assume that hip & affordable is “owned”
by Target, which is also very active in this area. And
finally assume that product assortment is close
enough within the channel and across channels that
it generally does not provide a point of differentiation. 

The question then turns to customer experience.
Unfortunately, for Bed Bath & Beyond, Pier 1, Cost
Plus and Linens ‘ n Things, an audit revealed that
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their customer experience is either neutral or nega-
tive -- which is a tremendous potential problem for
them. 

Several examples illustrate why.

B. Bed Bath & Beyond’s and Linens ‘n Things
Pegged Products

From a manufacturer’s perspective (such as Oxo, a
big player in this space) the pegged walls in Figures
21 and 22 are a dream come true: lots and lots of
prominent real estate. From the consumer’s stand-
point, though, it’s their worst nightmare: similar-look-
ing products arranged in a way that makes the prod-
ucts even more difficult to shop.

What is the compelling reason for a consumer to
spend time staring at this wall given the facts that: (1)
other retailers in the home channel carry Oxo; (2)
retailers ranging from middle market department
stores (JC Penney) to speciality cooking stores
(Willaims-Sonoma) also carry Oxo; (3) Target carries
Oxo as well as its own funky, affordable store brands
and (4) Wal-Mart carries more value-oriented prod-
ucts in the same category.

While the pegged walls seen in Figures 21 and 22
might be arranged in this manner for some strategic
reason  -- such as cross-selling -- the end-result is a

difficult customer experience. 

C. Bed Bath & Beyond’s Clicks & Bricks Experience

Unfortunately, even attempts to be more consumer-
centric frequently break down.

Take, for example, the clicks & bricks customer
experience at Bed Bath & Beyond. The previously-
cited study from the KPMG - Indiana University
Center for Education and Research in Retailing
observed that “a majority of consumers want to use
multiple channels when shopping...82% prefer to
use more than one channel to learn about new prod-
ucts, 77% to search for product information...[and]
74 percent to compare and evaluate alternatives.”
Fair enough. 

So a shopper goes to the Bed Bath & Beyond web
site to do pre-shopping for an espresso maker and is
delighted to find general category information and
detailed product information, as can be seen in
Figures 23 - 25 on the next page. If she writes down
the model or models she’s interested in, goes to the
store, finds that the products are in stock, she’s on
the way toward getting a better cup of joe at home.
But what if she forgot the Post-It note with the mod-
els on her kitchen table? Or she gets to the store and
the items she wanted are out-of-stock, but similar-
looking products are there? The at-shelf signage, as
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represented by Figure 26, contains almost no rele-
vant information. It’s a classic case of hang tags that
have features without benefits - a customer experi-
ence that could have been empowering but is not.
[See Sidebar One.] Given that many products like
espresso makers can be found online or at other

stores, the relationship between customer experi-
ence and competitive advantage becomes a straight-
line.
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Sidebar One: End Benefits

The facts that many in-store touchpoints classically focus on features rather than end bene-
fits and that this, arguably, represents a missed opportunity to connect with consumers leads
to an obvious question: is anyone talking about benefits rather than features? The answer is
a definitive sort-of. Gracious Homes, a decorating-hardware hybrid in New York City, is an
example of a retail brand that’s doing it right, albeit on a small scale. Figure A shows a recent
ad from the New York Times and Figure B shows a detail from that ad. The same information
is replicated on their web site. Beyond the clarity of the design, the ad -- a key consumer

touchpoint for driving traffic in a highly-com-
petitive market -- is all about end-benefits.
While an audit revealed that the end-benefit
information is not carried-through to the key
in-store touchpoint of hang tags, the point is
nevertheless valid: retailers can, indeed,
connect with consumers by making their
lives easier. Now if they can just get those
hang tags up and running...

A B



D.Cost Plus’ Store Brand
Program

Figures 27 -34 illustrate
Cost Plus World Market’s
store brand program; the
key consumer touchpoint is
package design. While indi-
vidual products or cate-
gories might work, they do
not work as a system. This
hurts shopability and
deprives Cost Plus of sup-
porting its brand. The

Marche du Monde sub-brand seen in Figures 27 and
28 ranges across two segments, fine condiments
and super-premium chocolate. This, of course, might
make sense -- until the biscotti and the chocolate
espresso beans seen in Figures 29 and 30 are taken
into account. In the case of the former, the package
design, the nature of the product and the price point
speak to the item being folded into the Marche du
Monde sub-brand. In the case of the latter, the
nature of the product and the price point, but not the
packaging, make it credibly part of the Marche du
Monde line. Reasonable people can disagree what
should be included and what should not. The point is
that, frankly, it’s hard to determine quality across
items. A similar point can be made regarding the two

pastas seen in Figures 31 and 32: individually they
have excellent identities, but a shopper would have
no clue why one is more expensive than the other.
Nor would he understand why Asian Passage stands
for both water chestnuts and incense sticks. The
individual points of touch with consumers must work

hard. And they must work
hard as a system.
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11. Detailed
Case Study

Two: Mass &
Drug Channel

Own Brand
Programs

A. Old School,
New School

H i s t o r i c a l l y,
retailers like
Walgreens and
CVS have
used private
label products
to steal share
from branded
manufacturers.
Both retailers’
p r o g r a m s
aligned price
(e.g. lower
than branded
products) with
shelf identity

(e.g. looked like “the big boys”). In this regard, the
programs have allowed them to adopt a de facto
EDLP positioning; their prices on branded products
may not be the best around, but you know you can

always save with our house brand. These private
label programs, however, do not take into considera-
tion short term revenue opportunities, a mid-term
brand possibility and a long term strategic challenge. 

B. Short-Term Revenue Considerations

In the short-term, these private label programs do
nothing to support the Walgreens and CVS brands.
As Drug Store News reported, “there is a decided
sense of brand loyalty among private label shoppers
for the store brands they purchase. One quarter of
consumers who buy store brands in drug stores said
the quality of the store brands they regularly shop is
usually better than store brands from other drug
stores.” A weak own brand program is problematic
from a revenue standpoint, therefore, because it’s
easier to drive incremental revenue from current cus-
tomers than it is to find new customers – and this
highly-involved segment of true believers (as one
branding expert called them) represents an under-
utilized revenue stream. Moreover, because there is
a “fair degree of cross-over among private label
shoppers in food, drug and mass”, as one trade pub-
lication noted, a weak program has the potential to
drive potentially loyal customers into the arms of
other retailers. While CVS’ own brand program may
be a billion dollar business, one has to wonder if it
could be even bigger.
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C. Mid-Term Brand Considerations

Seventy percent of those surveyed by Gallup said
that they believed store brands were as good as or
better than national brands – so people are already
hard-wired to believe house brands’ quality claims.
And this leads to a missed mid-term brand position-
ing opportunity: the chance for CVS and Walgreens,
as the nation’s top two drug store chains, to “own”
quality. Owning quality would certainly be a good
defense against the gathering storm of Wal-Mart and
Target.

D. Long-Term Strategic Considerations

While the short term represents a missed revenue
opportunity and the mid-term represents a missed
brand positioning opportunity, the overall challenge
facing the drug store channel represents the
long term strategic threat.  The blurring of
channels discussed above is perhaps no more
evident than in the melding together of drug
and mass. Drug store chains long ago lost
their leadership position within the HBA mega
category, with discounters increasing their
share to 38.6% versus drug stores’ 31.8% in
2000, according to IRI.  

As DSN Retailing Today noted recently, “Wal-Mart
moves products off shelves by focusing squarely on

item and price, and using personal care largely as a
loss leader.”  Wal-Mart is also the #3 pharmacy in the
United States. Add to the mix Target’s aggressive
efforts and strong store brand program, and what
you have is a dicey situation for traditional drug store
retailers. The question, therefore, becomes: does
Walgreens and CVS’ own brand programs foster the
type of positive customer experience that would
allow them to fend off the challenge posed by Wal-
Mart and Target? Or, stated differently, does it make
mom’s life easier? An extensive audit provides a
short answer to both questions: no. 

[Before continuing, it is worth noting that other major
drug store chains, such as Rite Aide, Osco and
Duane Reade, have private label programs that also
do not provide them with a competitive advantage.]

E. Walgreens’ Program

Walgreens’ private label program is the very defi-
nition of “old school” look-alike products. The fact
that their stock is doing well and that analysts pre-
dict that they are en route to widening their rev-
enue lead over CVS speaks to the probability that
they will retain their current program. This, in turn,

presents CVS with a tremendous opportunity to dif-
ferentiate itself. A representative product of
Walgreens’ program can be seen in Figure 36.
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F. CVS’ Program

CVS currently employs many different types of pri-
vate label brands, as can be seen in Figures 37 - 39.
It has products that copy their branded competitors’
trade dress;  a sub-brand, Essence of Beauty, that
crosses categories and “old, old school” generics
such as its shaving cream. It also employs a quality
seal that appears on multiple price points and across
multiple categories and segments, as can be seen in
Figures 40- 42. The strategic rationale for why one
category, segment or price point receives “Treatment
A” versus “Treatment B” isn’t clear. 

The key takeaway from the audit is that CVS and
other brands have taken some tentative steps

toward developing a true store brand program. But
they haven’t made that next, great leap. 

But there’s nothing wrong with incremental progress
– as long as it’s “mom approved”. So what would
mom think of the CVS program from a customer
experience standpoint? She would probably have
mixed feelings, saying that the house brand “looks
like the big brands” but that the program does not
necessarily give her a compelling reason to shop
CVS over Walgreens, Wal-Mart or Target. 
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G. Wal-Mart’s Program

It’s difficult to objectively evaluate Wal-Mart’s pro-
gram. With $250 billion of anticipated revenue in
2003 and projections, by DSN Retailing Today, of
another $100 billion in five years, it’s not clear
whether it matters what they do with their store
brands or with their overall customer experience.
That being said, Wal-Mart is actually further along
than Walgreens and CVS, although not as advanced
as Target. 

Wal-Mart has a range brand for HBA, Equate, which
can be seen in Figures 43 - 44. It has a strong sub-
brand in Ol’ Roy, which can be seen in Figure 45; a
report several years ago said it was one of the top
U.S. pet food brands. It segments, albeit on a small
scale, as can be seen in Figures 46 and 47. It has an
array of other own brand products. The house brand
system’s potentially positive impact on the customer
experience is, arguably, mixed. On one hand, the
system supports the brand’s EDLP positioning,
which reinforces why mom is there in the first place.
But it’s not clear what role moderately-priced private
label products have in a store where branded prod-
ucts are already so affordable. Moreover, for every
Ol’ Roy that looks and feels as good as or better than
national brands, there is an Equate which is more of
a take-it-or-leave-it offering. And while they reinforce
the brand, Wal-Mart’s products may not provide

competitive advantage versus Target. But, with their
size and growth trajectory, they don’t have to.
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H. Target’s Program

Target’s store brand program provides the greatest
competitive advantage in the drug-mass hybrid
channel and, arguably, in any channel. In fact, if one
strips-away the sexy advertising, the Target brand is
essentially anchored by their store brand program.

Think about the Target program in terms of the
Brandiamond customer experience model. Do the
individual touchpoints work hard? Do the touchpoints
sync with each other? Do they support the master
brand. Yes, yes and yes. 

The products seen in Figure 48 (a) are fanciful
enough to provoke interest; (b) are easy to shop
because of a clean design and an easy color-coding
system and (c) compare themselves with national
brands (via copy in the upper right corner) without
mimicking their trade dress. 

The sub-brands in Figures 49 and 50 stand on their
own and are part of an easy-to-understand segmen-
tation system. The higher-end sub-brand, Archer
Farms, is also a range brand, as can be seen in
Figure 51. Target has also created a range of cate-
gory-specific sub-brands, such as the Pet Essentials
line seen in Figure 52.

Finally, there has been a lot written about Michael

Graves’ relationship with Target. The general point
that’s been made is that the Graves sub-brand does
for Target what Martha Stewart’s line did for K-Mart,
it created an important brand halo. But the Graves
line, seen in Figure 53, does more than drive traffic
to the store -- it makes the in-store experience easi-
er by simplifying decision-making. Mom doesn’t
have to worry whether the spatula seen in Figure 53
is as good as branded products. It is. And maybe
even better.

12. Conclusion

In today’s changed retail environment, customer
experience really, really matters. In fact, customer
experience is arguably as important as brand identi-
ty. Yet many brands -- from speciality retailers to
established CPGs -- have not seized these opportu-
nities. Today,  the longest yard for brands is those
final three feet when a time-pressed, over-messaged
consumer is standing in an aisle just looking for a
solution. The challenge is great. The risk of doing
nothing is even greater.
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Sidebar Two: An Apple A Day 

So who does have the type of customer experience that builds long-term relevant marketplace differentiation? There
are others, but Apple is a great illustration of a brand that’s doing it right. To
be clear: it’s not about the design. It’s about design as metaphor. Sure, the
Apple Store (Figure C), the iPod packaging (Figure D) and the online Apple
Music Store (Figure E) are beautiful to look at and consistently articulate a
powerful brand identity -- foundations for a traditional way of thinking about
branding. But the design is also a metaphor for ease-of-use, for a customer-
focused brand experience. The stores are easy to navigate and they’re not

cluttered. The sales staff don’t push products but are available to help customers. The
iPod packaging opens like a book but that’s not the first positive customer experience
that it offers; the fact that there is an easy-to-understand “At a Glance” brochure allays
consumer concerns regarding a new product while reinforcing that he or she made the
right purchase. And while entire forests have already been felled praising the Music
Store, it’s because it is so easy to use. Not to mention, of course, how user-friendly the

actual computers are. Three points of contact that work hard individually.
Three points of contact that sync with each other. Three positive contri-
butions to the customer experience. Three ways to support the Apple
brand.
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